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We had clearly made known in
writing our apprehensions about the
workability of the proposed pension fund
and the danger of trifurcation hidden in
the transfer scheme. It was clearly pointed
out with material evidence that although
the Board is corporatized, it is still possible
to continue the present practice of giving
statutory pension under “defined benefit
plan” as provided under Accounting
Standard 15 (AS 15) applicable to
corporate accounting. Under defined
benefit plan, creation of a fund is
desirable, but not mandatory and the
company’s liability in discharging its
pension liability is not limited to the
contributions it would make to the
pension fund. For any future shortfall in
the income from the fund to meet the
increased pension liability due to higher
inflation or pension revision as per the
plan formula, the company is bound to
meet those additional commitments from
its revenue stream. Hence we requested
an Irrevocable Guarantee from the
Government to the above effect either
through legislation or by entering into a
tri-party agreement. However, no further
discussions happened in this direction and
with the succession of the present
Government, the onus of Revesting shifted
to the present Ministry.
This Government also declared that
the Board would be restructured as ‘a
company’ and started discussions on Revesting. But we found that the transfer
scheme presented was the same old wine
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in the same old bottle with a new label.
All the above hidden dangers have been
pointed out and the Hon Minister in his
very first meeting assured in verbatim that
the future pension payment to all
pensioners and employees as on date of
re-vestment will be continued after
revesting also as per the provisions under
“defined benefit plan”. But when the
Board Management quite hastily
attempted a mis-adventure to corporatize
the Board by midnight of May 30th last
year without addressing any of those
issues and by misguiding all those
responsible authorities, the unseen thread
of unity binding all the responsible Unions
and Associations of KSEB at times of any
real crisis enabled them to stand up and
thereby averted a major catastrophe that
would have otherwise crippled the State
power sector.
Subsequently, the Government
announced the formation of a high level
committee consisting of Power Minister
and Finance Minister as members to sort
out the issues; but the same remained in
papers and no purposeful meetings have
been conducted with the employees so far.
The latest meeting chaired by the Chief
Minister was seen to be a ritualistic one
without doing any meaningful homework
by the concerned. It i clearly revealed in
the meeting that the management is still
adopting an illusory attitude in addressing
the issues and nobody has any idea about
what really is happening. Even the
Unions/Associations were not shown the

draft agreement in which they are
supposed to be one of the parties. The
Chief Minister assured in clear terms that
any decision in the matter of re vesting
would be taken by the Government only
after the employees are taken into
confidence and directed to hand over the
draft agreement within one week. The
Unions were given two weeks time to
study the draft before convening the next
meeting to discuss the issues. The
management subsequently handed over
the draft on the 1st March 2013. The draft
agreement is still silent on a Guarantee
on pension payment and hence
discussions at required levels are called
for to arrive at a truce.
Meanwhile in an informal meeting
with Chairman & Member (F), the latter
clarified that the amount arrived at
through actuarial valuation to assess the
pension liability represents the amount
that needed to be mobilized for investing
in the pension fund for generating the
required cash flow needed for disbursing
the future pension as of today including
the pension due for existing employees as
and when they retire. But the fund could
not be mobilized in hard cash and instead
the liability will be acknowledged by
issuing the Bond series. To our question
as how the acknowledged liability in the
Balance sheet by way of Bond would be
balanced in the Asset side, he answered
clearly that the balancing would be done
by corresponding inflation in Asset side
through appropriate revaluation. This

ð
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gives credence to the argument that the
asset, especially landed property of Board,
is undervalued. It also underlines the fact
that a portion of the Asset created by the
Board so far is deemed to have been
financed from the pension fund that
should have been visible if the same had
been properly accounted as in the case of
GPF. In other words, the Pension Fund
also should have been there accounted,
but unfunded like GPF fund. Earlier,
employees availing LWA for taking up
employment abroad were made to remit
25% of the salary during leave period as
pension contribution, but later dropped
on the ground that the LWA period do
not qualify for pension. The practice is still
applicable for employees on deputation
and where all those contributions are
accounted? So the organization is
contractually and financially bound to
meet the pension liability in the present
form which should be Irrevocably
Guaranteed in unequivocal terms in the
Transfer scheme. This is the implied spirit
of section 133 (2) of the Act also which
provided that “the terms & conditions on
the transfer shall not in any way be less
favorable than those which would have
been applicable to them if there had been
no such transfer under the transfer
scheme”. So the Government is bound to
ensure the fulfillment of this provision and
if the Government is sincere in
safeguarding the interest of the employees
sustainably, it should be by way of
executing an Irrevocable Guarantee; lest
the Act also provided further under the

same section that “the transfer can be
provisional for a stipulated period”. This
is the minimum benchmark level from
where the discussion should start and
many other issues are also to be
addressed like career prospects, future
salary and pension revisions, leave
surrender encashment etc which should
be clearly inscribed. At this juncture, it is
meaningless to debate whether the
pension to be given from the cash flow or
revenue of the company for the very
reason that there is no other choice
because a Fund of hard cash is simply not
there to generate the real cash flow. The
interest payment and principal payment
on the fictitious Bond can be made only
from the cash flow or from other source
of revenue of the company.
All the SEBs so far restructured
attempted restructuring only after
addressing most of the above issues to the
reasonable satisfaction of their employees.
Providing of Government Guarantee to
pension supported with fund in real cash
was primary of them. It is perceived from
the body language of the management
that they may again try the misadventure
of a preemptive revesting without hearing
the employees and addressing their very
reasonable demands. The recent press
reports also suggest so. If that is the case,
we are really afraid whether those
responsible are planning to make use of
this critical situation to shut down the
State Power Sector with the vested
intention of escaping the chronic power
crisis facing the State???

¯
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COMMENTS OF THE KSEB ENGINEERS’ ASSOCIATION ON
‘ONLINE GENERAL TRANSFER 2013’ IN K.S.E.BOARD SUBMITTED
TO THE CHIEF ENGINEER (HRM)
No. : KSEBEA/Letters/2012-13

28-01-2013

To
The Chief Engineer(HRM)
K.S.E.Board.
Madam,
Sub :
Online General transfer 2013–comments – reg.
Ref :
1. B.O.No.3077/96/(HRD.86/96-97)/
dated 23.12.96
2. Meeting held on 15.1.2013 regarding Online General Transfer 2013
3. Letter No.CE(HRM)/Online transfer /2013 dated 15-01-2013 of the
Chief Engineer(HRM)
This has reference to the presentation on the Online General transfer 2013 made
in the meeting held on 15-01-2013. At the outset, we would like to point out that at
present there exists separate guidelines for transfer and postings of Officers and is
governed by the guidelines issued as per ref (1) above. We suggest that the present
system of separate guidelines for Officers and workmen may be continued, considering
the nature of duty and responsibility.
We would like to furnish following general remarks to be considered in the general
transfer guidelines so as to make the system more transparent and justifiable for the
employees and with a view to compel the employees to be more adaptive to the
stipulations in the guidelines rather than think of alternatives to evade the stipulations
in the existing guidelines:
1. All the functions in KSEB are being handled by a team and no particular person is
indispensable. Further, personnel attached to the offices of the highest authorities
often create an image of inevitability and seek a permanent position for years
together. There is nothing special for any of these posts and most of the task pertains
to data collection from right places and provide information for making decisions.
Since a team is there to function, the transfer of a particular person should not
affect the function of that office. If any particular HOD insists that he/she cannot
function in the absence of a particular person in his office, it speaks of the inefficiency
of that particular HOD, which needs to be handled accordingly by the management
in the wider interest of the organisation and the State. Hence the HODs may be
6
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directed not to put up requests to the Board seeking
Board orders to retain the
full team of their functional area. It is pertinent to point out that as per the
appointment order issued by the Board, all appointees are bound to work in any of
the posts in KSEB for durations as per the existing rules and procedures and no one
should be given any biased treatment on account of any privileges they acquire,
very often on discretionary basis. In this regard we suggest the following :

l

Board may issue necessary directions to the concerned to ensure that rotation
policy in the posting of engineers is carried out strictly to the maximum extent
possible in all the wings of Board so that every engineer gets exposure to various
fields, which will help him/her in the decision making process in the long run.

l

It needs to be ensured that adequate back up human resources are developed in
key functional areas like Tariff & Commercial, Load dispatch, planning, load flow,
MIS etc so that in the event of an unexpected incident to any of these “perceived
inevitable officers “ dealing with these matters, the Board is not left at cross
roads.(In practice, none of these so called indispensable officers are inevitable in
any of the posts as history has proved it time and again by virtue of the retirement
of such persons)

l

Necessary orders may please be issued immediately to withdraw all such undesirable orders providing for “protection from transfer” other than that provided
for in the guidelines.

l

Directions may be issued to all concerned to ensure that proper handing over is
carried out between officers while transferring charge. Quite often it is noticed
that charge transfer is done merely through CTC alone without any proper handing
over report. This causes much inconvenience to the officers assuming charge while
the relieved officers are literally free without any responsibility. This needs to be
curtailed and it is suggested that the pay at the new office of relieved officers
need be preferred only after receipt of detailed handing over report along with
the CTC.

2.

It needs to be ensured that online transfer software should be fully automated
and fool-proof and there shall not be any human intervention in the preparation
of transfer list. The list should be automatically generated by the system as far as
possible.

3.

The modified transfer guidelines may be issued through a Board order in line
with the existing transfer norms, by suitably amending / including / revising the
relevant clauses of the existing transfer norms.

4.

Transfer procedures should be completed in all respects by April end every year.
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Suggested guidelines for Transfer IN

1. Officers of the rank of Assistant Engineers ,on transfer, may be posted to the Division
level offices, so that the concerned Deputy Chief Engineer can make suitable
rearrangement within the divisions. Officers of the rank of Assistant Executive
Engineers ,on transfer, may be posted to the Circle level offices, so that the concerned
Chief Engineer can make suitable rearrangement within the Circle. This will ensure
better administrative control over the subordinate officers. Officers of and above
the rank of Executive Engineers may be continued to be posted to the respective
places as done now, at Board level.
2. Definition and listing of station may be revised in such a way that geographical
area confined to a division be considered as a station. Distance between stations
should also be included in the station list.
3. All remote/isolated stations like Moozhiyar , Kochupampa, Poringalkuthu, Sholayar
etc. having very limited transportation and other required basic facilities may be
treated as separate stations.
4. Transfers within a station should not be permitted during general transfer.
5. Offices within the Corporate office should be treated as a single station.
6. Current station and station requested may be taken as the criteria for transfer IN.
7. Incumbent working for more than 5 years outside his home station should invariably
be transferred to his native place , if requested, for which the senior most incumbent
at that station is to be transferred out to the extent to accommodate the eligible
requests of native incumbents. Incumbency change prior to three months of transfer
request should only be considered for the above purpose. Request for postings at
places other than native place of an incumbent are to be considered after considering
the eligible requests of native incumbents.
8. All employees who have completed 3 years in a station are liable to be transferred
out, if there is a request to that station from another eligible incumbent.
9. Incumbents completed 3 years in a station shall be permitted to give a choice
“Transfer not required” as their first choice, if they don’t intend for a transfer unless
another eligible incumbent requests for a posting at that station . But upon
completion of 5 years in a station, he should invariably be transferred out.
Comments on Slide-2
Fundamental concepts
vHome station concept is to be re-defined, and be considered for counting the out
station service of an incumbent, not for giving transfer IN.
v Incumbent coming IN after outstation service may be allowed to opt the posting as
per his choice to the extent possible.
v Only active out station service has to be considered for transfer IN and transfer
OUT.
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Comments on Slide-6

Station – Sub Units

v While defining station sub units isolated area/ difficult area /generation area
may be specified clearly and the list be published in the website of KSEB.
Comments on Slide -14

Preferential Claims for Transfer

v Instead of Malabar, preferential claim proposed to be given to Difficult Areas,
which are to be listed specifically such as :
Project Area / Generating Stations / Hill Tract Area /Isolated area
Comments on Slide-16

Publication of Office categories

v The name of all the offices with distance from the station in which the office is to
be listed and their categorizations to be published in the official website.
Comments on Slide -17 Protection from Transfer
v Protection for three central office bearers of Recognized Officers’ Associations is to
restricted for a maximum tenure of 5 years for each individual in their entire service
in the Board.
v Employees who are elected to the Director Board of the District K.S.E.Board
Employees’ Co-operative Society alone need be granted protection from transfer
in that District and such protection shall be limited only to one term in any district
during their entire service in the Board.
v The above protection shall not be extended to any other Cooperative society
including those formed by the Unions/Associations of Board employees.
v A protected incumbent shall not normally be transferred beyond 8 kms within the
geographical area of the station at which the incumbent is presently working.
Comments on Slide -22 Protection from Transfer : Additional Proposals
v Protection based on Administrative reasons need not be permitted for those posts,
if there are other trained / capable incumbents willing to take up the responsibility.
v Concept of Specialized areas and Sensitive Posts are to be avoided at any cost,
the reason for which is elaborated in the first para of this remarks.
v There shall not be protection based on administrative reasons, except for completion
of specific projects which is due for completion withiin the next financial year.
That is, protection for a person will be eligible for one year only, for completing the
final testing and commissioning of the project or settling the final bills for project
closure.
v Information regarding the protected places, if any, are to be published in advance
with specific reasons, so that unnecessary applications to that particular places
can be avoided.
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Comments on Slide-24 Eligibility to apply
Suitable relaxation shall be given to those who are transferred out / promoted in
the last general transfer/promotion orders.
u For eligibility purpose, one month of Active Service in Difficult Areas may be
reckoned as 1.5 months ,and for lady employees it may be taken as 1.6 months.
u Eligibility to apply for transfer may be arrived as follows.
Parameters
Generating station /Isolated /
Project area / outstation service >250km
Hill tract area/ rural distribution section/
Outstation service >150km & < 250km

No. of years*
12 months
18 months

Within home station / current station
36 months
* completed current active service as on date of application for transfer
Guidelines for Transfer OUT -Comments on Slide -32
Employees with longer service in the present station/district shall be transferred
out to distant places and those with lesser service at that station are to be transferred
out to places of lesser distance. Distance to which any incumbent is transferred out
shall be above 40km but below 250km .
Comments on Slide-39
Posting Rule
Incumbent shall be posted in an office, preferably as per their choice, if the same
is not possible, then to an office near to that choice.
General suggestions for arriving at seniority
1. District wise final seniority of an officer shall be assigned by means of the following
methodology so that the benefit of working in generation/outstation service etc.
accrue to an employee when compared to an employee who do not have such
experience.
ü
Parameters to be considered for assigning district wise seniority
Parameters
Weightage
Total service (T)
Total out station service (X)
20%
GenerationG1(35%) & Isolated
area service (10%) (G2)
45%
Total outstation service>250km (O)
(>9 months is taken as one year)
35%
Multiplication factor(F)
1 for male officer &
1.1 for female officer
Total seniority weightage (SD) (higher
Standard deviation (SD)=
the weightage lower the seniority)
(X*.20+G1*.35+ G2 *0.1+ O*.35
+(1/T))*100*F
10
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Illustration for fixing General Seniority in a district (except generation), to be
considered for transfer out
Incumbent Male/
Female

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

male
male
male
female
female
female
male
male

Multiplication Total service out station
factor (1 for (>9months is service male and *1.3 taken as one 20% (X)
for female (F) year (T)

1
1
1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1
1

13
13
13
16
15
16
16
15

5
8
2
0
15
0
1
0

Generation Isolated
service-35% area
(G1)
service
10%
(G2)

5
1.5
1
0
2
2
0
0

2
1.5
1
0
0
2
0
0

Out
Total
station weightage
service (Sd)
>250km
35%(O)

5
1
0
0
8
8
7
0

477.69
270.19
92.69
6.88
722.33
413.88
271.25
6.67

In the above example the seniority position will be H,D,C,B,G,F,A,E with H
(having lowest weightage) being seniormost and E(having highest weightage ) the
juniormost.
Procedure adopted for the above calculation
t District wise general seniority list should invariably be prepared and published in
the KSEB website for all the Engineers & officers for all the districts (except generation
area), as per the prevailing norms and apply the above criteria for finalizing the
seniority.
t Tabulate the service history as shown above
t Total seniority weightage is arrived by applying the three stage weightage as shown
above : SD = (X*.20+G1*.35+ G2 *0.1+ O*.35 +(1/T))*100*F Final seniority list is
prepared by taking the total weightage in ascending order, in such a way that the
higher the total weightage, lower the seniority.
t If the total weightage is the same for more than one incumbent, preference should
be given to ladies and the seniority among them may be assigned by considering
their service history in generation, outstation >250km and out station service in
order of preference respectively.
t If an officer is on working arrangement for some reason, the district in which place
of working arrangement is situated is to be considered for arriving at the seniority.
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2. Officers working in the generation area may be assigned seniority on FIRST IN
FIRST OUT (FIFO) basis with all other conditions in the B.O cited remaining the
same. It is to be ensured that the condition of compulsory generation service for
electrical engineers, as stipulated in the present guidelines, is enforced strictly.
However for the next 2 years period it is suggested that, if an Assistant Engineer is
due for promotion and lacks the compulsory generation service then his/her
promotion may be effected by posting the respective incumbent in generation service.
Similarly, in the case Assistant Executive Engineer having no generation experience
is due for promotion as Executive Engineer within next two years , then the same
may be clearly stated in the nomination furnished to the Secretary and the incumbent
may be promoted and posted in generation. It is also suggested that it needs to be
ensured that all Executive Engineers , Deputy Chief Engineers have invariably
completed their mandatory generation service at any stage of their service before
their next promotion is considered.
3. Posting of Electrical Engineers to and from the generating stations may be carried
out, strictly as per clause 7 (vii) of the current norms as per ref (1).
4. Officers, transferred out from generation /isolated area/ more than 250km away
from their home town, may be posted by specifying their place of posting.
5. Substitutes should be posted invariably in all places and the transferred officer
should be relieved within 15 days of the transfer order.
6. Junior most officer/Ladies transferred out from a district may be accommodated
to the nearest available vacancy outside the district, but above 40 km where as the
senior most should be posted to the farthest, but not above 250km.
7. Displacement transfer may be implemented in order to minimise the inconvenience
to the incumbents being posted at far away places from his domicile during general
transfer, in such a way that Officers transferred out from southern districts may be
accommodated to the nearest available / vacant places outside the district, above
40 km, but not exceeding 250 kms by displacing incumbents who had completed 3
years at the station .The incumbents thus displaced may be accommodated further
towards north, above 40 km but not exceeding 250 kms and so on. By this transferring
of officers from southern part to extreme north Kerala say beyond Kannur can be
avoided to the extent possible.
8. In order to accommodate the request of incoming officers, those who had completed
3 years at that place in the respective districts may be posted to the distant offices in
the same district within 40km to the extent possible.
9. Apart from the above, eligible requests towards northern districts shall also be
considered within the norms.
12
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10. In a fully automated software driven transfer, there could be more than one
iteration level. That is after the first level of transfer, some employees may not get
the posting of their choice. They shall be given a second chance for giving option.
But the place of choice will be limited to vacant positions and posts where employees
are eligible for transfer out but not given transfer request in the first round.
11. Employees who are liable to be transferred out after 5 years in a station, but not
given transfer request, will be transferred out automatically by the software to the
nearest available vacant place, if there is a request from an eligible employee to
that place.
12. If the working strength is less than the sanctioned strength, the places that will be
kept vacant shall be decided by Chief Engineer(HRM) and published along with
the notification. For eg., the Board may state that operators will not be posted in
66kV substations. These places will not be available in the drop down list of place
of choice. Moreover, employees working in such places shall be included in the list
of transfer out employees. They shall be transferred out based on their choice and
eligibility or automatically by the software, if transfer request is not given.
13. Places which are unfavorable for posting ladies may be specified and published in
the web site of KSEB and provision be given in the software to prevent posting of
ladies to such places.
14. The latest ARU wise list of officers is to be published in the website before initiating
the general transfer process.
15. Since the time available for the introduction of the online transfer 2013 is short , it
is suggested that General transfer 2013 may be carried out simultaneously both by
the manual method using district level seniority calculator and also by online
method, so that this will give an opportunity for verifying the authenticity of the
online software.

Yours faithfully,
Sd/GENERAL SECRETARY.
Copy submitted to: The Chairman, K.S.E.Board.
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Letter to Chief Engineer( HRM)
No. : KSEBEA/Letters/2012-13

08-02-2013

To
The Chief Engineer(HRM)
K.S.E.Board.
Madam,
Sub :
Ref :

Pay fixation of Assistant Engineers(E) appointed under 10%
category- anomaly rectification– reg.
1. B.O.No.2996/2011 (PS1/1757/2009) dated 24-12-2011
2. Circular No.2/Pay Revision 2008

This has reference to an unresolved anomaly in the pay revision 2008, meted
out to Assistant Engineers (E) appointed under 10% category. As per clause I.8 of the
B.O under reference, the pay of a new officer who joins Board service on or after 0107-2008 will be stepped up by adding the first increment in the scale of pay on the
date of joining duty. The same has been reiterated in the clause 3.3 of the circular
under reference. Inspite of these specific orders, the pay of the Assistant Engineers (E)
appointed under 10% category through KPSC has not been fixed by adding the first
increment to minimum of the scale. This is highly irregular and no explanation
whatsoever has been provided for denying this benefit. We feel that there is absolutely
no justification for denying this benefit. Infact, there is another serious anomaly of a
senior graduate Assistant Engineer (appointed under 10% category) drawing lower
pay than a junior graduate Assistant Engineer (appointed under 40% category).
We request that directions may please be issued to the concerned to immediately
refix the basic pay of the Assistant Engineers (E) appointed under 10% category by
adhering to the Clause I.8 of the B.O and clause 3.3 of the Circular cited above.

Yours faithfully
Sd/-,
GENERAL SECRETARY.
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Grid Connectivity of Renewable EnergyIssues & Solutions Er. George V. James
The promotion of renewable sources of
energy is a vast area for public policy from
many aspects as energy security,
employment generation, clean energy, etc.
Electricity Act 2003(EA) introduced a
statutory mandate to promote renewable
sources of Energy. They are:
1. Promoting
co-generation
and
renewable while making regulations for
tariff determination.
2. Promote co-generation and renewable
by providing suitable measures for
connectivity with Grid and sale of
electricity to any person. Also a
percentage of total consumption
electricity shall be from renewable
sources by purchase in each area of
distribution licensee.
3. National policy for permitting
standalone systems including renewable
sources of energy in rural area.
The National Electricity Policy
requires that the percentage for purchase
of power from Non-conventional sources,
known as Renewable Purchase Obligation
(RPO) should be increased progressively
and that electricity from renewable sources
may be given a preferential tariff.
The statutory provisions in the EA
2003 have given a major boost to the
promotion of renewables in India. The
currently assessed potential of renewable
energy in India, except solar is 87000MW.
Central Govt. has launched an ambitious
National Solar Mission which seeks to set
up about 20,000MW of Grid connected

solar based connectivity by the year 2022
in three phases. At all India level, the
share of electricity from renewables is
presently about 4.13%.
The promotion of renewables
presents challenges for policy makers and
regulators since (i) the cost of Generation
is much higher than that of long PPA for
conventional resources,
Er. GeorgeV.James
(ii)building up of
transmission system for low PLF power
plants in RE , (iii) ensuring Grid stability
while injecting large quantum of non-firm
power, particularly from wind, (iv) large
coordination among the state & central
agencies to implement the project.
Though the wind has the problem of
variability, the generation from solar
power plants is also uncertain to some
extent. These two sources are going to
make a significant contribution in the
future.
The challenges for transmission and
dispatch of renewables – based electricity
are on many accounts.(i)Issue of evolving
appropriate technical standards for
connectivity and Grid operations , (ii)
Finances are scarce with state
transmission utilities and the transmission
infrastructure for renewables gets less
priority due to lower capacity utilization,
(iii) Scheduling and real time grid
management and (iv) less time is available
for the commissioning of transmission
infrastructure to evacuate power from
the sources because gestation period of
generating station is hardly one to two
years, whereas that of transmission

ð
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system for power evacuation is close to
three years.
Action Plan to solve the above issues:
“Must run” priority to solar and wind
based stations as long as Grid security is
not threatened. The grid code has
introduced a new concept of Renewable
Regulatory charge for socializing the
financial impact of deviations within
±30% band.
The transmission charges for solar
power plants only the marginal cost of
transmission utility. Central commission
has completely waived transmission
charges & losses for solar power plants
setup by the year 2013 for use of interstate
transmission system.
Renewable Energy Certificate (REC):
It is a market based instrument. It is
intended to overcome the stagnation at the
meagre level of RPO in many states. It was
formally launched on 18/11/2010. On
every one MWh of electricity generated
from Renewable sources, generator is
entitled to get once RE Certificate from the
central registry, National Load Dispatch
centre (implementing agency). There are
two categories of REC, viz, Solar & NonSolar.
1. It will bring market based efficiency in
pricing of renewable based electricity
with potential reduction of costs.
2. It will provide another dependable
avenue for revenue realization to
generators.
3. It could facilitate large scale
deployment of renewable based
standalones without government
subsidy.
Standalone Systems/Micro Grids:
There are two possible business models,
(i) Subsidy driven & (ii) REC driven.
Subsidy driven model entails both capital

& tariff subsidy. Such subsidy given either
as annuity or Generation Based Incentive
(GBI) can reduce the electricity cost close
to Rs.4~5/unit. The real difficulty in this
first business model comes from the
expectations of consumers for supply at
subsidized rates comparable to typical
rural supply by utilities in India ( for
example of BPL connections). Hence, the
promotion is difficult.
In the second case, REC driven case,
presently in India, REC mechanism covers
only grid connected generators based on
renewables. If this mechanism is extended
to standalone/ off Grid systems through
some institutional mechanism for
verification and metering of generation,
Renewable based Off-Grid/standalone
has the potential to become financially
viable without any subsidy. Grid
connectivity of many small RE generators(
eg: 1kW and above) will create lots of grid
disturbance issues, which will be difficult
to manage at this moment by the Utilities.
Hence, based on generation, even for selfconsumption, suitable REC shall be issued
for 0.25Mwh/0.50Mwh/1Mwh. The
same can be marketed even at floor
price(nearly Rs 9/- per unit for solar). This
will be attractive for the solar generators,
even for roof top domestic solar
consumers. Hence, return on investment
(RoI) can be achieved at an early date and
attract more consumers.
It is right time to formulate new
strategy and regulations for more solar
power (small & large scale) under
standalone system/Off Grid under REC
mechanism.

v
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Grid Connectivity of Renewable EnergyIssues & Solutions - A Review Er. M. Anil
History of Electric Power
Generation & Distribution
Ø Thomas Alva Edison created

Ø

Ø

incandescent lamp on 21 st
October 1879, which burnt for 40
hours.
By the end of 1880, Edison formed
Edison Electric Illuminating Company
to build Central Station Generating
Plant in New York city.
First Central Power Plant in the
world - Pearl Street Station in Lower
Manhattan began on 4th September
1882.

Generation
Conventional

- Hydel, Thermal,
Nuclear
Non-conventional - W i n d / T i d a l /
Solar/Biomass/
Geothermal.
Renewable
- Hydel/Wind/
Tidal/Solar.
Non-renewable
- Thermal, Oil/
HFO/LSHS,
Naphtha/Diesel
etc. based.
IEEE, an association dedicated to
advancing innovation and technological
excellence for the benefit of humanity, is
the world’s largest technical professional
society.
It is designed to serve
professionals involved in all aspects of
the electrical, electronics and computing
fields and related areas of Science &
Technology that underlie modern
civilization.

The history of IEEE goes back to
1884 when electricity was just beginning
to become a major force in the society. The
forerunner organization ‘AIEE’ - the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers,
had its beginning in 1884. The Institute of
Radio Engineers (IRE) was found in 1912;
which was modelled on the AIEE, but was
devoted to Radio and then increasingly to
Electronics.
On 1st January 1963, the AIEE and
the IRE merged to form the IEEE. At its
formation IEEE had 1,50,000 members, out
of which 1,40,000 members were from
U.S.A. Now the IEEE has more than 4 lac
members and more than 1,07,000 student
members. The IEEE has 38 societies and 7
technical councils representing a wide
range of IEEE technical interests.
IEEE has developed its standard
IEEE 1547, as early as in 2003 entitled
‘Technical Requirements & Tests for Gridconnected Operation’ for interconnecting
RE based sources of generation to an
existing power grid at various voltage
levels. But in India we do not have a grid
connectivity standard for voltage levels
below 33 kV and this is one of the major
issues in connection with the grid
connectivity of RE based sources.
Considering the lack of time
available, we will limit the presentation to
15 minutes and at the end of 12 minutes,

ð
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an alarm shall be sounded and as far as
possible, please limit your presentation to
the stipulated 15 minutes.
The
presentation will be judged by a panel of
3 judges and the basis of judgment shall
be (1) the presentation proper, (2) the
subject content, (3) usage of available
space on the dais and (4) effective
utilization of audio-visual aid.
Er. M. AnilExecutive Engineer
Transmission Circle Poovathuruthu, Kottayam was
the moderator of the Seminar Series presentations of
Engineering College students held at Kottayam on
22.02.2013

Moderator’s Post-presentation Address
Main Issues of Grid Connectivity of
Renewable Energy Sources
1. Lack of standard - Though IEEE 1547/
2003 is in existence internationally, we
in India ought to have standards
drafted by Central Electricity Authority
or Central Electricity Regulatory
Commission/State
Electricity
Regulatory Commissions in order to
promote large scale integration of
Renewable Energy sources to Grid.
The standards for Grid Connectivity
exist only for connecting voltage levels
of 33 kV and above to the Grid. We
ought to have regulation for integrating
power at 11 kV or LT to the Grid to
promote large scale Grid integration of
Renewable Energy sources.
2. High cost of infrastructure: In order to
integrate offshore and onshore wind
generation system to the existing Grid,
we may have to build transmission lines
of which the cost may rise to
prohibitively high values. Solar PV

Panels’ commercial operational
efficiency is only 22%, which needs to
be increased through various R & D
activities and innovative methods
utilizing the wide possibilities of nano
science, nano materials and such other
options.
3. For any power production technique
to be commercially viable in the initial
stages, the Government has to heavily
subsidize the cost involved. The wind
and solar means offer almost zero
operational cost as no fuel charges are
involved.
Metering constraints : Metering is another
difficult task to integrate RE based
generation to the existing Grid. Net
metering involves only one meter for
measuring both energy export and
import, whereas branch metering
employs separate meters for export to the
Grid and import from the Grid. ABT
metering requires to measure and share
the demand/generation in time slots of
15 minutes and other integrated values
of active energy, apparent energy,
reactive
energy,
power
factor
(instantaneous and average) etc., for
which a meter of -/110V, -/1 or 5A
capacity would cost over ‘2 lac per meter.
4. Loss of Generation and consequent PQ
issues
As regards wind based generation,
the flow of wind may stop abruptly and
a system with large share of wind based
generation in the generation mix is likely
to collapse due to los of generation.
Smoothening effect of grid operation is lost
in such a consequence. The State of Tamil
Nadu with an observed Maximum
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Demand of about 12000 MW and installed
wind capacity of 7000 MW suffers greatly
on this account which sets an optimal
limit over the wind based or RE based
generation.
Probable Solutions:
1. Viable standards of grid connectivity
to be framed by CEA or SERC/CERC
as the case may be, to promote Large
Scale integration of RE based
generation to the grid.
2. Subsidies are a must and they should
be offered generously by the
government in the initial stages of
development
and
commercial
operation of RE based plants.
3. Grid connectivity standards should
explicitly states the percentage of RE
based generation as a means of
mitigation of power quality problems
consequent upon loss of generation.
4. Grid consumption standards have
evolved in India as regards share of
energy from renewable sources. In
respect of solar harnessing of power,
.25% of total consumption should be
obtained from solar. Large Scale solar
generation and utilization of solar
based power should be promoted at
individual consumer level through
subsidies of Ministry for NonConventional and Renewable Energy,
Government of India and the
concerned State Ministry for Power to
give maximum possible impetus to the
development and use of renewable
energy, which is a clean and green
source of power. The utilities’
obligation to purchase renewable
power should be mandated by statute
and rural energy certificate (REC)
should be issued to individual

consumers employing solar based
generation. 1 kW installed capacity of
solar PV array can generate 5 units of
energy per day on a sunny day and
nearly 3 units of energy per day on a
cloudy day. RECs should be made
tradable and it can be purchased by
utilities generating power through
conventional means to satisfy their
renewable purchase obligation (RPO).
5. In the State of Kerala, we have hydel
reservoirs devoid of shade from
vegetation and solar PV array should
be made to float on dam top water
level. This decelerates the rate of
evaporation of water from the dam’s
top surface also, which means loss of
water through evaporation also could
be saved by this means. High efficiency
solar PV cells with multi-layered cells
to tap energy content in the infrared
and ultraviolet region of the solar
spectrum should be developed through
productive R & D works and by
employing suitable Nano materials and
by using slow depositioning techniques
in concentrated sunlight environment
in the production of solar PV cells. If
efficiency breakthrough of more than
50% is obtainable, that is wonderful as
it matches the efficiency of any best
available conventional fossil-fueled
generating plant. It is advised to refer
to Page No. 12 and 14 of the IEEE
Spectrum December 2012 issue and the
article on ‘Alternate Energy is a Mirage’
in the IEEE Spectrum July 2012 issue.
A special issue of power and energy
magazine on wind based energy
published in 2012 also may please be
referred by the winners.
¯
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DISTRICT LEVEL REPORTS ON
SEMINAR SERIES-4 - COMPETITIONS
Kasargod

KSEB Engineers Association Kasaragod Unit conducted District Level Competition
On 16.2.2013 at Sadguru Sree Nityananda Institute of Technology (SSNIT) Kanhangad.
6 students from various Engineering Colleges in the district participated in the seminar.
Mr. Kamaljith K.E, S8 Electrical and Electronics Engineering, College of Engg. Trikaripur,
Cheemeni is the first winner, Mr. Samith M.V, S8 Electrical and Electronics Engineering,
College of Engg. Trikaripur, Cheemeni is the second winner and Mr Pranav. A &
Mr.Sujithkumar K.S,S4 EC ,SSNIT Kanhangad was the third winner.

Kannur
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Seminar series-4 was conducted on 13.2.2013 at Engineers’ House, Kannur. It was
inaugurated by Er.Damodaran Nayanar (Chief Engineer Rtd). 5 teams representing 4
colleges took part in the seminar. Smt. Tesni K Alex representing Govt. Engineering
College, Kannur baged the first prize and Sri Shbas.K representing Government
Engineering College, Wayanad baged the second prize. Mementos and certificates were
issued to the participants.

Kozhikode
Seminar Series-IV for Engineering College Students of Kozhikode & Wayanad
Districts was held on 16-2-2013 at Hotel Renaisssance, Kozhikode. Ten teams
participated. The winners are:
1.
First Prize: Ms. Archana S., S8, EEE, AWH Engineering College,
Kozhikode.
2.
Second Prize: Ms. Ayisha Kunhammed, S8, EEE, AWH Engineering
College,
Kozhikode.
3.
Third Prize: Mr. Nithin U.K., S8, EEE, Calicut University Institute of
Engineering & Technology, and Mr. Basil M.T., NIT, Calicut.

Palakkad

Seminar series-4 conducted on 22.2.2013. Er.V.U.Venugopalan, Chief Engineer
(Rtd) inaugurated the function. Three teams from the colleges of Palakkad district
participated in the seminar. Kum.Sruthi.P.of Prime College of Engg Palakkad is the
first winner and Mr. Jayanarayan Unni.V.K. N.S.S.College of Engg, Palakkad is the
21
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second winner. Er.V.K.Velayudhan, Dy.CE (Rtyd) distributed certificate and mementos
to the winners.

Malappuram

This is the first time Malappuram Unit conducting Seminar for the Student Community
of Engineering colleges in the Malappuram District. At present there are only 3
Engineering colleges in the District. Out of these three, two colleges are participated in
the Seminar conducted on 28-02-2013 at MES Engineering College, Kuttipuram. There
were totally 3 teams in the programme consists of two students each. The function
was inaugurated by Prof.Moidheen Kutty ,HOD, Electrical and Electronics Dept of
MES College of Engineering, Kuttipuram.
Sri.Jaya Mohan M and Sri.Faseen K.MES College of Engineering,Kutttipuram won
Ist, Sri.Mobi Mathew & Sri.Sachin Babu MEA Engineering College,Perinthelmanna
won 2nd The team which came first was given a cash prize of Rs.1000/-each and for
the second Rs.500/- each. All participants were given Certificates.

Thrissur
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The Seminar was conducted at Hotel MotiMahal , Thrissur. Er. Haneesh A.S.
Secretary of Thrissur unit made the welcome address. Sri. M.P. Vincent., Hon. MLA of
Ollur Constituency inaugurated the seminar in the function presided by Er. T.A.
Kuriakose, unit Chairman. The felicitations were made by Er. K. Venugopalan, Dy.
CE, Transmission Circle Thrissur and Dr. Sasidharan Sreedharan , IEEE Thrissur
Chapter. Er. M. Padmakumar, Convener of the seminar committee made vote of
thanks.10 teams from 7 colleges all over Thrissur District made presentations.
Kum. Hasna V.K. and Kum. Savithry T.S. of Jyothi Engineering College,
Cheruthuruthy won the first prize. Kum. Jerin James and Kum. Geethu M. of
Government Engineering College Thrissur became first runner up and Kum.Reshma
K. Menon And Sri. Rahul Jayaraj of Royal College of Engineering and Technology,
Thrissur became Third runner up.

Ernakulam

Seminar series conducted at Engineers’ House, Ernakulam on 16-2-2013
Winners of the seminar competition are Arjun Unni.A.S & Minu Maria Tom of
Model Engineering College, Thrikkakkara is the 1st winner, Mohammed Saheer P
and John Joy Chiramel of SCMS School of Engineering and Technology as second
winner and Ashmi Mani M and Gowtham Anand K A of TOC H Institute of Science
and Technology as third winner. Certificates and mementos were distributed to the
winners.
23
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Muvattupuzha

The Seminar series-2013- Idukki (Parliamrntary Constituency) District level
competition was held at Mar Basalios Instuute of Technology and Science, Nellimattom,
Kothamangalm on 23.02.2013. Er. Gayathri R. Nair, Chief Engineer (System Operation)
inaugurated the function. 7 Teams from 5 colleges participated in the seminar. The
winners are
1st Jince Jose and Vivek P.V – Viswajyothi college of Engineering and Technology
2nd Anu Jose and Neenu Jose- Viswajyothi college of Engineering and Technology
3rd Skandakumar and Jose T.A. - College of Engineering, Munnar
Winners were given certificate, memento and cash awards

Kottayam
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Seminar series conducted at Mangalam College of Engineering, Ettumanoor on
22.2.2013. The seminar was inagurated by Sri Alex.C.Levin, presided by Er.G.Mohana
Nadha panicker, Chairman of Kottayam Unit. 10 teams from 5 Engineering Colleges
of Kottayam District partcipated in the seminar. Kum.Swathy Venugopal of RIT,
Kottayam won the 1 st prize, two teams ie.Athira Elizabeth &Jesna Hakkim of
Mangalam college of Engineering and B.Varun Nair & Seetha Lekshmi of Kidangoor
Engineering Colleges got 2nd prize. Certriicates and Mementos were presented to the
winners.

Alappuzha

The Special Seminar Series-IV- 2013 organized by KSEB Engineers’ Association,
Alappuzha unit held on 25-02-2013 at College of Engineering &. Management
Punnapra. The seminar was formally inaugurated by Er.James M. David, Dy. Chief
Engineer, Transmission circle, Alappuzha and chairman of KSEBEA, Alappuzha unit.
Eleven teams from various Engineering colleges in Alappuzha district presented papers
in the seminar . Team from Cochin University College of Engineering , Pulincunoo
consisted of Mr.Nawazish Nehal and Mr. Ravikumar both eighth semester , Electrical
and Electronics Engineering students bagged the First prize . Ms. Aparna C. Sekhar
and Mr.Ajmal A.M , a team from the host college bagged the second prize and Team
from Archana College of Engineering represented by Mr. Arun Thomas and
Mr.Shahanshah Nazir was selected for the third prize. The complete sessions of seminar
was well attended by over 200 students, faculty members and professional Engineers
In the inaugural address Er. James M David introduced the activities of KSEBEA
and the concept behind the seminar series. Dr. Binu Sankar, Convener of the programme
introduced the theme and relevance of the topic in details. Er, Gangadhara Kurup (
Consultant officer, College of Engineering &. Management Punnapra and Dy CE (Rtd,
KSEB) welcomed the gathering. Er. Abdul Vahid (AEE, TCSub Division, Vadakara)
was the moderator.
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In the concluding session Er. N R Balakrishnan , Rtd Dy. CE gave the feedback of
the presented papers. Er. Reghu B (Rtd CE, KSEB) addressed the students on necessity
of non conventional energy in Kerala and various project undertaken by KSEB in this
area. The certificates were given to the winners and participation certificates were
given to all students participated in the seminar.

Pathanamthitta

Seminar series conducted on 26.2.2013 at Musliar College of Engineering,
Pathanamthitta. 4 teams from 3 Enginerinf Colleges namely Musliar Engineering
Collge, College of Engineering, Kalloorpara and Carmel Engineering Collge, Perunad
were participated.
M.S Fousiya salim of Musaliar Engineering College won the first place & Mr. Akshaj
and Mr. Arun S of College Of Engineering kalloopara won second place.
Kollam
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Kollam Seminar series-4 competition was held on 14.2.2013 at TKM College of
Engineering . Arya Lakshmi.T. & Akhila of TKM College of Engineering, Shine Pillai.H.S
& Nevin Raj.V. of Younus College of Engg, Kollam and Mohammed Sajin & Vishnu
Raj of MES Institute of Science and Technology, Chathannur won 1st, 2nd and 3rd
prize.

Trivandrum

The seminar series-4 was conducted on 15.02.2012 at IMG hall,
Thiruvananthapuram. In a function chaired by the Director of CEEBA Er.G.S.Ajikumar,
the chairman of KSEB Sri M.Sivashankar IAS inaugurated the function.
Dr.Jayaprkash,HOD, Ele.Engg.Dept,Govt.Engineering college, Bartonhill, Er VRP
Varior, HOD Ele.Engg Sarabhai Institute of Science and Technology, Uriakode,
Vellanad, Trivandrum , Er.E.Muhammedsherrif, President KSEBEA were felicitated
the function. Unit chairman Er T.R Bhuvanendra Prasad delivered the welcome speech
and Er.V.Ranjithkumar, General Secretary delivered Vote of thanks
Nine teams from various Engg colleges were participated in the presentation on
the topic “Grid connectivity of Renewable Energy- Issues & Solutions. Kum.Vani P.D&
Geedhu Mohan, C Shankar & M Sudeesh both team from Mohandas college of Engg,
Anad, Mohandas college of Engineering, Anad,baged 1st and 2nd prize. N.Abhilash&
RG Krishnan of Govt.Engineering college, Barton hill was placed 3rd place. Er.E.Elisa,
Retd.CE distributed the certificates and trophy to the winners.

¯
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t\XrXz t\mw
sI.- F - k v . - C ._n.bn¬

s]mXp- ÿ ew
am‰Øn\p≈ At]-£I
- ƒ F√m h¿jhpw
s^{_p-hcn amk-Øn-emWv kzoI-cn-°m-dp≈-Xv. Cu h¿jw AXv Hm¨ sse≥ B°m\p≈ {iaw \S-°p∂p F∂-√msX a‰p
hyXym-k-ß-fn-√.
s]mXp- ÿ - e w- a m- ‰ - Ø n\v hy‡- a mb
am\-Z-WvU-ßƒ (t\mw) {]Jym-]n-°-s∏-´n´p- s ≠- ¶ nepw ]e- t ∏mgpw kwL- S \m
i‡nbpw kzm[o-\hpw am‰p-c-bv°p∂ Hcp
{]{In-b-bm-bn-´mWv cmjv{Sob Nmbvhv {]ISn-∏n-°p∂ kwL-S-\-Iƒ CXns\ ImWp∂- X v. CXn¬ GI- h ¿Æ (CS- X p) ˛
{Xnh¿Æ (h-e-Xp) t`Z-an-√. CsXm-s°-bmsW-¶nepw Ccp hn`m-K-ß-fn-tebpw t\Xm°ƒ°v Ft∏mgpw Cf-hp-Iƒ e`n-°p∂p
F∂Xv Bsc- ¶ nepw {i≤n- ® pthm? Cu
{]Xn-`m-ksØ tì \XrXz t\mwí F∂v hnfn°mw.
Xr»q¿ Pn√-bn¬ P\-d¬ {Sm≥kv^-dpambn _‘-s∏´ Nne ck-I-c-amb t\mapIƒ Cu [mc-Wbv°v ASn-h-c-bn-Sp-∂p. Ahbn¬ NneXv:
1. ao‰¿ doU¿amcmbn k¿∆o-kn¬ Ibdn
{]tam-j≥ e`n®v Hcmƒ k∫v F©n-\obdpw ASp-Ø-bmƒ Akn-Ã‚ v F©n\o-b-dp-am-bn. Ch¿ c≠p-t]cpw {]apJ
t{SUv bqWn-b≥ kwL-S-\bpsS {][m\n-I-fmb h‡m-°-fm-Wv. Ign™ ]Xn\©v (15) h¿j-ambn P\-d¬ {Sm≥kv^¿
t]mbn´v sXm´-SpØ Unhn-j-\n-te°v
t]mepw Ch¿°v {Sm≥kv^¿ In´n-bn-´n√. ÿm\- ° - b ‰w e`n® thf- b n¬
t]mepw 40 Intem-ao-‰-dn\v A∏p-d-tØ°v
Chsc am‰n-bn-´n-√. Xcw In´p-tºm-sgmt°bpw Ch¿ hmIv t [m- c - W n- b mepw
{]h¿Øn-I-fp-ambn FXn¿bq-Wn-b-\n¬
s]´- h sc {]l- c n- ® n´pw Akn- Ã ‚ v
F©n-\o-bd
- mbn k¿∆o-kn¬ Ib-dn- ]Xn\mev h¿jw Xr»q¿ kn‰n-bnse hnhn[

sI.-Fk
- v.C
- ._n Hm^o-kp-If
- n¬ an°-hmdpw
`c-W-]-c-amb (Administrative) tPmen-Iƒ
am{X- a p≈ Xkv X n- I - I - f n¬ kkpJw
hmWn-cp-∂ {]apJ Hm^o-k¿ kwL-S-\bpsS t\Xmhv 2011¬ P\-d¬ {Sm≥kv^¿
hgn sXm´-SpØ Pn√-bn¬ FØn. At∏mtg°pw AEE Bbn Ign-™n-cp∂p I£n.
F∂m¬ 2012se P\-d¬ {Sm≥kv^-dn¬
t\Xmhv Xncn®v Xr»q-cn-se-Øn. AXpw
tIm¿∏-td-j≥ ]cn-[n-bn-ep≈ Hm^o-kn¬.
as‰mcp Pn√-bn¬ \n∂v P\-d¬ {Sm≥kv^¿
In´n IjvSn®v c≠p h¿jw am{Xw AhnsS
]Wn-sb-Sp-Øn-cp∂ Akn-Ã‚ v FIvkn-Iyq´ohv F©n- \ o- b sd Zqsc- b p≈ ÿetØ°v Cf°n {]Xn-jvTn-®p-sIm≠v! AXpw
t\Xm- h ns‚ Hm^o- k ¿ kwL- S \
]pe¿Øp∂ cmjv{Sob Iqdn\v hncp≤
cmjv{Sob \ne- ] m- S p≈ ap∂Wn
kwÿm\w ë`cn-°p-tºmƒ! C u \S-]-Snbnse ]£- ] mXw Hcp kwL- S \bpw
tNmZyw sNbvXn-√! a‰p Pn√-I-fnepw kam\-amb ÿnXn-hn-tijw D≠m-bn-cn-°pw,
At-√?
CXn¬ \n∂pw F¥mWv a\- n-em-°m≥
Ig-nbp-∂Xv? F
ì √m-hcpw Xpey-cm-Wv. Nne¿
IqSp-X¬ Xpey-cpwí P\-d¬ {Sm≥kv^-dns‚
N´-ßfpw am\-ZW
- vUß
- fpw t{SUv bqWn-b≥/
Hm^o-k¿ kwL-S-\-I-fnse Ip™m-Sp-Iƒ
(km-[m-cW AwKßƒ)°v ]men-°m-\p-≈-Xv.
t\Xm-°ƒ°v CsXm∂pw _m[-I-a-√. ]c-kyambn t\map-Iƒ°pw {Ia-t°-Sp-Iƒs°-Xntcbpw t\Xm-°ƒ t]mcm-Sp-sa-¶nepw kz¥w
Imcyw hcp-tºmƒ t\Xm-°ƒ ssItIm¿Øv
clky[mc-Wb
- m-°p-∂p. As√-¶n¬ 15 h¿jØn-\nsS aq∂p {]mhiyw `cWw amdn-bn´pw
Nne¿ Cf°n {]Xn-jvT-bn-√msX XpS-cp-∂-sXßs\?
Nn¥n-°pI! DØ-c-ßƒ Is≠ØpI!
KpcpPn
¯
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ASnØdbnf-°nb [q¿Øv
C¥y≥ Ce-Iv{Sn-kn‰n BIvSv 2003 \ne-hn¬
h∂Xp apX¬ sI.- F-kv.-C._-n.bv°pw AXv
_m[-I-am-bn. Cu BIvSns\ ASn-ÿm-\-s∏Sp-Øn-bmWv 2005se sI.-F-kv.-C.-_n. tSwkv
B‚ v I≠o-j≥kv Hm^v ksπbpw cq]o-Icn-®n-´p-≈-Xv. CXnse sk£≥ 4 {]Imcw
D]-t`m-‡m-hn\v sshZypXn IW-£≥ \¬Ip∂-Xn\v t_m¿Uv ÿm]n-°p∂ {]Xn-jvTm-]\- ß - f - p sS Nnehv D]- t `m- ‡ m- h n¬ \n∂v
ap≥Iq¿ CuSm-°m≥ hyh-ÿ-bp-≈-Xm-Wv.
Nne kml-N-cy-ß-fn¬ D]-t`m-‡m-hn\v
sshZypXn IW-£≥ FSp-°p-∂-Xn\v Bhiy-amb sse\p-Ifpw a‰pw ÿm]n-°p-∂-Xn\v
hcp∂ Nnehv Xt±-i-kz-bw--ë`cW ÿm]-\ß-fpsS ^≠v, MLA-MP ^≠v F∂n-h-bn¬
ssIam-dn-bm¬ sse\p-Ifpw a‰pw ]Wn-Iƒ
{[pX-KX
- n-bn¬ ]q¿Øo-Ic
- n®v sshZypXn IW£≥ \¬Im-dp-ap≠-.v ^≠v ssIam-dp-∂X
- n-t\msSm∏w P\-{]-Xn-\n-[n-Ifpw cmjv{So-b-°mcpw
Bh-iy-amb km[-\- km-a-{Kn-Iƒ _‘-s∏´
Hm^o- k pIfn¬ FØn- t ®- c p- ∂ - X n\pw
t_m¿Un\p ta¬ kΩ¿±w sNep-Øm-dp≠-v.
CXmWv ]Xn-hmbn I≠p hcp∂ coXn.
F∂m¬ 2009˛mw B≠v apX¬ 2011 hscbp≈ Ime-b-f-hn¬ Cu \nb-am-\p-kr-X-amb
coXn- I - s f√mw Im‰n¬ ]d- Ø n- s °m≠v
kºq¿Æ sshZyp-Xo-I-cW amam¶w `c-WØnen-cp∂ Kh¨sa‚ v \S-Øn. XpS°-Øn¬
\ntbm-PI aWvUe
- m-Sn-ÿm-\Ø
- nepw ]n∂oSv
Pn√m-Sn-ÿm-\- Ønepw kºq¿Æ sshZyp-XoI-cW {]Jym-]\w XpS¿∂p. cmjv{So-b-tØ°mƒ ÿm]-\t- ØmSv Iqdp-≈h
- ¿ \S-]S- n-Iƒ
{Ia-{]-Im-c-amtWm F∂v ]e-h´w Bcm-™p.
]Wn-Iƒ XpS-cpI, ^≠v ssIam-dp-∂Xm-bn-cn°pwí F∂ Xt±-i-ÿm-]-\-ß-fp-

tSbpw P\- { ]- X n- \ n- [ n- I - f p- t Sbpw hm°v
hnizmk-Øn-se-SpØv t_m¿Uv {]h¿Øn®p. Xncp-hmbv°v FXn¿hm-bn-√-t√m.
]t£ t_m¿Uns‚ Nne-hn¬ {]iwk
t\Snb an° P\-{]-Xn-\n-[n-Ifpw Xt±-iÿ
- m]-\-ß-fpw ^≠v Ct∏mgpw t_m¿Un-te°v
ssIam- d m≥ Iq´m- ° n- b n- ´ n- √ . Aßs\
t_m¿Uv AXn--ë`b-¶-c-amb kmº-ØnI
sRcp-°-Øn-em-bn. k-ºq¿Æ sshZyp-XoI-cW b⁄-Øn\v t_m¿Uns‚ ^≠v
F{X-am{Xw D]-tbm-K-s∏-´pthm A{Xbpw
XpI Ct∏m- g sØ Kh¨sa- s ‚- ¶ nepw
t_m¿Un-te°v hI-bn-cp-Øn-bm¬ Poh-\°m-cp-sS, tIm¨{Sm-IvS¿am-cpsS s¢bn-ap-Iƒ
sImSp-°m≥ t_m¿Un\p IS-sa-Sp-t°≠n
hcn-√. AXym-hiy km[-\-km-a-{Kn-I-fpw
hmßm≥ km[n-°pw.
ck-I-c-amb hkvXpX t\m¿a¬ sUhe- ∏ v s a‚ v kv I ow (Normal development
scheme) hgn \¬Ip∂ IW-£-\p-Iƒ (AXm- b Xv IW- £ s‚ Nnehv kwÿm\
k¿°m¿ hln-°p-∂-Xv) am¿®v 2011 hsc
\¬In- b m¬ aXn- s b- ∂ pw A∂sØ
Kh¨sa‚ v DØ-c-hn-´p. AXm-bXv \nb-ak` Ce-£≥ {]Jym-]\w hcp-sa∂v {]Xo£n- ° p∂ kabw hsc am{Xw. tIcf
cmjv{Sobw ]cn-tim-[n-®m¬ Hcp cmjv{Sob
ap∂-Wn°v c≠m-aqgw XpS¿®-bmbn e`n-°mdn√ F∂ IW-°p-Iq-´¬ IqSn CXn-ep-≠mbn-cp-∂p. F∂n´pw {]Xo-£n-®X
- n-tesd \nba-k`m ko‰-p-I-fn¬ Pbn-®-t∏mƒ ë`cWw
Gs‰-Sp-t°≠n hcptam F∂v t\Xm-°ƒ
`b-∂p. GXm-bmepw AØ-c-samcp ÿnXnhn-tijw P\-Øn\v t\cn-tS≠n h∂n-√.
KSEBEA Thrissur Unit ¯
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Congratulations Er. A. Unnikrishnan & Er. Hariprasad !!!
Your action has made us proud.

Congratulation
Kumari .Sarren Sara Solomon , 12th standard, Nirmala
Bhavan School, Kawdiar D/o Er.Sheela M.Daniel,
Secretary (South), KSEBEA has got State Frst with A
gradefor the ‘Margamkali’ and A grade in
‘Vrindavaadyam’ in the 53rd School Kalolsavam held
at Malappuram

Congratulation and keep up Kumari Sarren Sara Solomon
¯
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